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acquired ideals. How these ideals are obtained, how
character, or mind in action, grows are problems connected
with the training of the individual.
From egoism through * herd life * the child slowly emerges
to become eventually a self-governed individual. During
Ms first stages of education every effort must be made to
help Mm to live happily and intelligently with his fellows,
but success in the later stages depends greatly on the
emotional and intellectual attitudes that the youth adopts
towards the members of his society and its problems.
Hence for the next three chapters of this book it is with
the growth of sentiments and the stabilization of character
that we are primarily concerned.
At first sporadically, later more steadily, the child finds
himself in opposition to the thoughts and actions of many
people whom he knows. If he is not so dragooned that
he suppresses his individual likes and dislikes through fear,
he will slowly evolve Ms own system of etMcs, his own
intellectual interests and a practice of his own. The
Mgher his intelligence, the stronger his emotions, the
more likely he is to make his own standards of conduct;
but even the average member of a free well-educated
community constantly thinks and acts for himself. Hence
it might be said that on our way to maturity we travel
from the self-centred period of early childhood through
the community life of boyhood out again to individual life.
But it is a very different individual; acutely conscious of
Ms fellows, acutely aware of where and how he differs
from them; equally sure of Ms own interests and only
checked from pursuing them at points because of the social
coasdeuce he has acquired during Ms years of childhood
and early adolescence.
To some extent the new individual—his own judge and
Ms own law-maker—is the result of the training he acquired
m Ms community. But other forces have been at work
also; for instance, his emotions are less variable and con-

